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Proof. We remind the reader of the contraction mapping principle [K-K-O]: if T: B -» B is a continuous map on a nonempty complete metric space B s.t. 3 0 < k < 1 with d(T(x), T(x')) =£ kd(x, x') for ail x, x'E B, then 3 a unique qEB s.t. T(q) = a.
Define E: B -> B by x = p + E(x)t", where p is a polynomial in t of degree < n. Define £: £ -B by £(x) = £(/-x/j); i.e. f -xb = p + T(x) ■ t", where p is a polynomial of degree < «. If x' G B, then /-x'/? = p' + T(x')t", where p' is a polynomial of degree < «, so subtracting we get -b(x -x') = p" + (T(x) -T(x')) ■ ?", wherep" is a polynomial of degree < n. Observe that the coefficients of T(x) -T(x') involve only coefficients of the left-hand side of degree s= «. We deduce that
. Thus £ is a contraction mapping, and we deduce from the contraction mapping principle that there is a unique qEB such that T(q) -q. That is, / -qb = r + qt", or/= ö(?" + b) + r, where r is a polynomial of degree < «. This completes the proof of the division theorem.
The deduction of the preparation theorem from the division theorem is straightforward (cf. [B, p.41] ).
